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Abstract

The NASA’s Evolutionary Xenon Thruster (NEXT) program is developing the next-generation ion propulsion system with significant enhancements beyond the state-of-the-art. The NEXT ion propulsion system provides improved mission capabilities for future NASA science missions to enhance and enable Discovery, New Frontiers, and Flagship-type NASA missions. As part of a comprehensive thruster service life assessment utilizing both testing and analyses, a Long-Duration Test (LDT) was initiated to validate and qualify the NEXT propellant throughput capability to a qualification-level of 450 kg, 1.5 times the mission-derived throughput requirement of 300 kg. This wear test is being conducted with a modified, flight-representative NEXT engineering model ion thruster, designated EM3. As of June 25, 2008, the thruster has accumulated 16,550 h of operation: the first 13,042 h at the thruster full-input-power of 6.9 kW with 3.52 A beam current and 1800 V beam power supply voltage. Operation since 13,042 h, i.e., the most recent 3,508 h, has been at an input power of 4.7 kW with 3.52 A beam current and 1180 V beam power supply voltage. The thruster has processed 337 kg of xenon (Xe) surpassing the NSTAR propellant throughput demonstrated during the extended life testing of the Deep Space 1 flight spare. The NEXT LDT has demonstrated a total impulse of $13.3 \times 10^6$ N·s; the highest total impulse ever demonstrated by an ion thruster. Thruster plume diagnostics and erosion measurements are obtained periodically over the entire NEXT throttle table with input power ranging 0.5 to 6.9 kW. Observed thruster component erosion rates are consistent with predictions and the thruster service life assessment. There have not been any observed anomalous erosion and all erosion estimates indicate a thruster throughput capability that exceeds ~750 kg of Xe, an equivalent of 36,500 h of continuous operation at the full-power operating condition. This paper presents the erosion measurements and plume diagnostic results for the NEXT LDT to date with emphasis on the change in thruster operating condition and resulting impact on wear characteristics. Ion optics’ grid-gap data, both cold and operating, are presented. Performance and wear predictions for the LDT throttle profile are presented.

Nomenclature

BOL beginning-of-life
CRA accelerator grid center-radius aperture
DCA discharge cathode assembly
DCIU digital control interface unit
DS1 Deep Space 1
ELT Extended Life Test
EM engineering model
EPT electric propulsion thruster
GRC NASA Glenn Research Center
HiPEP High Power Electric Propulsion
Introduction

The success of the Deep Space 1 (DS1) mission, utilizing the NASA Solar Electric Propulsion Technology Applications Readiness (NSTAR) ion propulsion system, has secured the future of electric propulsion technology application in achieving and enhancing NASA’s solar system exploration objectives in the 21st century (Refs. 1 to 4). In 2002, NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) was selected to lead the development of NASA’s Evolutionary Xenon Thruster (NEXT) under the Next Generation Ion project. The GRC-led NEXT team includes as partners the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Aerojet—Redmond Operations, and L3 Electron Technologies (formerly Boeing Electron Dynamic Devices). The NEXT project is tasked with development of the next-generation ion propulsion system. The NEXT Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) system design enhances and enables Discovery, New Frontiers, and other exploration mission classes, including Mars sample return (Refs. 5 and 6). The NEXT propulsion system is significantly more advanced than current state-of-the-art, NSTAR, ion thrusters and consists of a high-performance, 7-kW electric propulsion thruster (EPT); a lightweight, high-efficiency power processing unit (PPU); an advanced propellant management system (PMS); a lightweight thruster gimbal; and key elements of a digital control interface unit (DCIU) including software algorithms (Refs. 7 and 8).

The NEXT system development Phase I effort, successfully completed in August 2003, included: building multiple engineering model (EM) thrusters; characterizing EM thruster performance; conducting a 2,000 h wear test (WT); developing a breadboard PMS, a breadboard PPU, and a single-string DCIU simulator; and a breadboard system integration test of the entire NEXT system (Refs. 9 to 11). After demonstrating component and system technology at a breadboard level, the NEXT Phase II activities include: the development of flight-like engineering model components; performance, environmental, and integration testing; and thruster life assessment through both analysis and testing to validate the
technology approach and hardware design (Ref. 12). The hardware development activities for Phase II, initiated in October 2003, include: prototype model (PM) thruster design, an EM PMS design, an EM PPU design, and a breadboard gimbal design (Refs. 13 to 16).

The NEXT Phase II thruster effort, led by Aerojet, includes the design, development, manufacturing, and delivery of up to two PM NEXT thrusters for performance characterization, environmental qualification, and integration testing. The NEXT LDT test article has been modified to a flight-representative configuration so it is more comparative to the NEXT PM thruster by incorporating PM ion optics and a graphite discharge cathode keeper electrode.

Validation of the NEXT thruster service life capability is being addressed via a comprehensive service life validation scheme utilizing a combination of test and analyses. A NEXT service life assessment was conducted at GRC employing several models to evaluate all known failure modes incorporating the results of the NEXT 2,000 h WT conducted on a NEXT EM ion thruster at 6.9 kW input power (Refs. 17 and 18). The assessment predicts the earliest failure occurring sometime after 750 kg of Xe throughput, well beyond the mission-derived propellant throughput requirement of 300 kg (Ref. 18). To validate the NEXT thruster service life model and qualify the NEXT thruster, the NEXT Long-Duration Test (LDT) was initiated. The purpose of the NEXT LDT is to: 1) characterize thruster performance over the test duration, 2) measure the erosion rates of critical thruster components, 3) identify unknown life-limiting mechanisms, and 4) demonstrate 1.5 times the mission-derived propellant throughput requirement resulting in a qualification propellant throughput requirement of at least 450 kg. In addition to the NEXT LDT, multiple component-level lifetime tests are underway or planned for the NEXT program to augment the results of the LDT (Ref. 19). The NEXT thruster service life analysis is being updated based upon the LDT data and component testing findings as well as being applied for potential mission opportunities to assess thruster wear and performance (Ref. 20).

The thruster operation has been carried out in a multi-phase approach: phase 1) quick sprint at full power to verify extended duration functionality and validate end-of-life prediction, phase 2) thruster operation in a throttled mission-representative profile that focuses on operating points of interest with regard to wear characteristics and life-limiting phenomena, phase 3) operation to failure at the thruster operating point with the shortest lifetime, i.e., full-input power. Phase 1 operation has been completed demonstrating 13,042 h of operation at the full-input-power with performance and erosion characteristics supporting the thruster lifetime throughput capability predicted by the NEXT service life assessment of ~750 kg. Phase two operation has begun and to date 3,508 h of operation at 4.7 kW input power has been demonstrated.

Test Article

The Next Generation Ion solicitation, acknowledging that future exploration and inner solar system sample return missions will demand increased power range, throttle-ability, performance, and throughput at reduced specific mass, established a set of challenging mission requirements for the next generation of ion thrusters. The NEXT thruster inherits the knowledge gained through the NSTAR thruster development and flight experience, while significantly increasing the maximum thruster power level and improving key thruster performance parameters. The NEXT LDT is being conducted with an EM ion thruster, designated EM3, shown in Figure 1. The EM3 thruster has been modified to a flight-representative configuration so it is more comparative to the NEXT PM thruster by incorporating PM ion optics and a graphite discharge cathode keeper electrode. To reduce the risk of a facility-induced failure of the thruster, the neutralizer assembly was enclosed to protect insulators from sputter deposition and all critical surfaces were grit-blasting for flake retention. The PM ion optics beam extraction diameter was reduced from the 40 cm diameter of the EM thrusters to 36 cm diameter to reduce outer-radius accelerator aperture erosion caused by beamlet over-focusing in these low current density regions (Refs. 17, 21, and 22). Reducing the ion optics beam extraction diameter from 40 cm also reduces the maximum thruster beam divergence and neutral loss rate without a significant increase in discharge losses (Ref. 23). The PM ion optics geometry retains many of the key features of the EM design, however, improved manufacturing
techniques implemented by a new vendor led to: better control of aperture variation as a function of grid radius, a reduced and more consistent cusp profile, and elimination of “worm track” surface problems previously encountered (Ref. 24). The aperture variation for the PM accelerator grid is +1/–6 percent compared to +11/–16 percent for EM optics (Ref. 24). The PM ion optics mounting scheme has been altered to eliminate the buildup and relaxation of assembly and thermally-induced stresses that lead to the decreasing ion optics’ grid-gap with test duration (Refs. 17, 25, and 26).

One of the unexpected findings from the NSTAR Extended Life Test (ELT) was the anomalous discharge cathode keeper erosion, which was more severe and qualitatively different than prior 1,000 h and 8,200 h NSTAR wear tests (Refs. 25, 27, and 28). Due to the complete NSTAR ELT discharge cathode keeper faceplate erosion and the NEXT EM 2,000 h wear test results, a graphite discharge cathode keeper is employed on EM3, similar to the NEXT PM thruster design, to mitigate keeper erosion. The erosion rate of carbon due to the low-energy discharge plasma ion impacts is over 20 times lower than molybdenum (Ref. 29), thus utilization of a graphite keeper electrode dramatically extends thruster service life.

The NEXT thruster, shown operating in Figure 1, is nominally a 0.5 to 6.9 kW input power Xe ion thruster with 2-grid ion optics with screen (+) upstream and accelerator (–) downstream electrodes. The technical approach for the NEXT design is a continuation of the derating philosophy used for the NSTAR ion thruster. A beam extraction area 1.6 times NSTAR allows higher thruster input power while maintaining low voltages and ion current densities, thus maintaining thruster longevity. The semi-conic discharge chamber utilizes a hollow cathode emitter with a ring-cusp magnetic topology created by high-strength, rare earth magnets for electron confinement. A flake retention scheme identical to that employed on the NSTAR thruster enhances the adhesion of thin films to the discharge chamber surfaces (Ref. 30). New, compact propellant isolators with higher voltage isolation capability than those used by the NSTAR thruster are utilized. The NEXT neutralizer design is mechanically similar to the International Space Station Plasma Contactor leveraging this extensive database to reduce risk. Additional description of the NEXT EM3 thruster design can be found in References 7, 31 to 34.

Test Support Hardware

The following section briefly describes the NEXT LDT supporting hardware. More detailed descriptions can be found in References 17, 34 to 36.
Vacuum Facility and Facility Diagnostics

The NEXT LDT is being conducted in the 2.7 m diameter by 8.5 m long Vacuum Facility 16 (VF–16) at GRC, shown in Figure 2. VF–16 has an emergency bell jar on the end cap into which the thruster can be withdrawn and isolated in the event of a facility emergency. VF–16 is equipped with 10 cryogenic pumps for nominal thruster operation and an additional cryo-pump on the isolated bell jar for emergency use. With all 10 cryo-pumps operating, the base pressure is less than $3 \times 10^{-7}$ torr. Facility pressure is monitored by two ionization gauges, a glass-tube ion gauge located on the facility wall 0.5 m downstream of the thruster and a dual-filament nude near-thruster ion gauge mounted 0.5 m radially beside EM3. In addition, the isolated bell jar has an ion gauge that is turned off during normal operation. The measured facility pumping speed, corrected for Xe, is 180 kL/s using the wall-mounted ion gauge. With 10 operational cryo-pumps, the near-thruster background pressure is $2.5 \times 10^{-6}$ torr, corrected for Xe, when the thruster is operating at full-power. A quadrupole residual gas analyzer (RGA) measures and records the quantity of individual gas species inside VF–16 continuously every minute. All interior surfaces downstream of the thruster are lined with 1.2 cm thick graphite paneling to reduce the back-sputtered material flux to the thruster and test support hardware. The back-sputter rate, nominally 3 $\mu$m/khr when the thruster is at full-power, is monitored by a quartz-crystal microbalance (QCM) located next to the ion thruster. Three pinhole cameras are mounted next to the QCM and will be microscopically analyzed at the conclusion of the life test to determine the source of back-sputtered material. In addition to the pinhole cameras, five quartz witness plates are mounted along the length of the vacuum chamber wall.

Power Console and Xenon Feed System

A power console consisting of commercially available power supplies, similar to that described in Reference 37, powers the ion engine. A high-purity gas feed system provides Xe to the discharge cathode, discharge chamber main plenum, and neutralizer cathode through separate mass flow controllers. Xenon can be supplied to the discharge chamber main plenum by either a mass flow controller or an engineering model propellant management system kernel provided by Aerojet.
Diagnostics

A computerized data acquisition and control system is used to monitor and record ion engine and facility operations. A set of data consists of individual mass flow rates, ion engine currents measured with current shunts, voltages measured with voltage dividers, facility pressures, and the QCM measurement. Ion beam diagnostics include three staggered planar probes mounted onto a translation stage to measure radial ion current density profiles and an ExB probe, or Wien Filter, to measure the doubly-to-singly charged ion signature. Each molybdenum Faraday probe has 1-cm$^2$ circular current-collection area and is biased −30 V relative to facility ground to repel electrons. Faraday probes are fixed at axial positions of 20, 173, and 238 mm downstream of the accelerator grid. The collected currents are measured through separate isolated shunt resistors. The ExB probe is positioned 7.6 m downstream of the thruster on centerline, yielding a doubly-to-singly charged ion signature in the far-field. The ExB probe design is described in Reference 10. The Faraday probes and ExB probe are protected from the high-energy ion beam by parking the probes outside the beam and behind a graphite shutter, respectively. The LDT ion beam diagnostics are described in detail in Reference 36.

Erosion of critical ion engine components is monitored by six in-situ CCD cameras, shown in Figure 3, which capture erosion patterns and wear rates throughout the life test. The cameras image: the downstream neutralizer keeper and cathode orifice plate, the discharge cathode keeper and cathode orifice plate, accelerator grid apertures at various radial locations from centerline, and the cold grid-gap of the thruster ion optics. The cameras are mounted to a single-axis positioning system that moves the cameras radially in front of the thruster.

Operating Conditions and Performance Tests

The NEXT ion thruster is designed for SEP applications that experience variation in power available as solar flux changes at various distances from the sun throughout the mission. Ion thruster input power is designed to be throttled from 0.5 to 6.9 kW to accommodate this variation in available power. The NEXT LDT consists of three operating phases: 1) operate at the full-power point until 267 kg propellant throughput has been demonstrated, 2) throttle to assess extended operation at operating conditions of
interest after 267 kg, and 3) throttle to full-power until either decision is made to end the test or the
thruster fails. The LDT is currently in Phase 2 of thruster operations and has operated at full-power and
the first throttled operating condition. The thruster full-input-power (6.9 kW) operating condition and first
throttled operating condition (4.7 kW) are shown in Table 1. The input power indicated in Table 1 is a
nominal operating power requirement from the NEXT throttle table at the thruster beginning-of-life and
may differ slightly from thruster to thruster (Ref. 31).

| \( P_{IN} \),
  kW | \( J_B \),
  A | \( V_B \),
  V | \( V_M \),
  V | \( m_{M} \),
  sccm | \( m_{C} \),
  sccm | \( m_{N} \),
  sccm | \( J_{NK} \),
  A |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td>-200</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Nominal value.

The proposed NEXT LDT throttling strategy is illustrated in Table 2 with operating durations subject
to change if erosion or performance trends differ from projections. This throttling strategy demonstrates
operation over the extremes of the NEXT throttling table including: highest power, highest total
accelerating voltage, highest thermal load, condition with worst under-focusing at center-radius aperture
location, condition with worst over-focusing at outer-radius locations, lowest power, lowest total
accelerating voltage, lowest thermal load, and the condition with the highest ratio of discharge cathode
emission to discharge cathode flow rate. Thruster performance is measured periodically over the entire
throttle table regardless of thruster operating condition.

| \( P_{IN} \),
  kW | \( J_B \),
  A | \( V_B \),
  V | Duration,
  kh | Segment throughput,
  kg | Segment total impulse,
  N-s |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>1.11×10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>2.76×10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5.80×10^5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>2.55×10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.75×10^5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.78×10^5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>1.78×10^7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Nominal value.

I. Thruster Performance

As of June 25, 2008, the NEXT EM3 thruster has accumulated 16,550 h of operation. The NEXT
thruster has processed 337 kg of Xe illustrated in Figure 4; surpassing the total propellant throughput
processed by the DS1 flight spare in the NSTAR ELT (235 kg). The NEXT thruster has processed more
than 4.5 times that of the DS1 NSTAR flight thruster. Figure 4 shows the NEXT LDT propellant
throughput as a function of elapsed time with reference to the NSTAR ELT and flight DS1 thruster, the
thruster throughput requirements from various mission analyses conducted using the NEXT propulsion
system, and the NEXT qualification level throughput—450 kg (Refs. 26, 38, and 39). The NEXT thruster
has demonstrated a total impulse of 13.3×10^6 N·s to date; the highest total impulse ever demonstrated by
an ion thruster. The NEXT milestone is also the highest total impulse ever demonstrated by an electric
propulsion device with an input power less than 10 kW (Refs. 40). The NEXT LDT total impulse
demonstrated exceeded that of the 30,000 h NSTAR ELT in less than one-third the thruster operating
duration, shown in Figure 4.
Performance of the thruster has been steady with minimal degradation. Erosion of critical thruster components has been within modeling predictions and consistent with the NEXT service life assessment (Refs. 20, 41, and 42). Several of the NSTAR ELT-observed wear anomalies have been significantly reduced and in most cases eliminated. There has been no observed discharge cathode keeper orifice erosion, no measured increase in accelerator grid aperture cusps except for the outer edge apertures, and no measured change in the cold grid-gap of the ion optics for the NEXT engine—all of which were observed during the NSTAR ELT of the DS1 flight spare (Ref. 26). NEXT LDT performance characteristics and thruster lifetime predictions are incorporated in References 20 and 43.

**Beam Diagnostics and In-Situ Erosion Results**

The plume diagnostics and erosion measurement results of the NEXT LDT are presented in this section. A number of high risk or life-limiting items were identified from the DS1 flight spare ELT. The results of the NSTAR ELT were considered and design changes made in the NEXT design to reduce or mitigate thruster failure modes and high risk items listed in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NSTAR ELT Issue</th>
<th>NEXT Mitigation Strategy</th>
<th>NEXT LDT Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discharge cathode short (after 5850 h, 56 kg) and keeper faceplate completely eroded away exposing cathode.</td>
<td>Cathode keeper material changed to graphite to reduce sputter yield and erosion rate.</td>
<td>No keeper orifice diameter erosion observed. Substantial margin on keeper orifice plate erosion from 2,000 h wear test.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pit and groove erosion through the accelerator grid evident in post-test analysis.</td>
<td>Thicker accelerator grid to achieve longer life.</td>
<td>Groove erosion measurements indicate 700 to 800 kg propellant throughput before eroded through.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ion optics cold grid-gap 30 percent decrease over test duration.</td>
<td>Redesigned ion optics mounting ring to better manage thermal stresses.</td>
<td>In-situ cold grid-gap measurement constant over test duration to date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron backstreaming limit reached throttle value for full-power operation after ~10, 900 h (92 kg).</td>
<td>Thick accelerator grid optics utilized, highly focused beamlets at full-power reduce cusp erosion, and grid-gap decrease mitigated.</td>
<td>Electron backstreaming limit has been constant for all operating conditions over test duration. Negligible cusp erosion to date. Downstream erosion at steady-state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence of arc-tracking in low-voltage propellant isolator.</td>
<td>Low-voltage isolator eliminated. Isolation maintained by the high-voltage propellant isolator.</td>
<td>High impedance measured from anode to discharge cathode to date.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Radial Beam Current Density Profiles

Radial beam current density profiles are measured as close as 20 mm downstream from the geometric center of the ion optics. No attempt was made to repel charge-exchange ions from the probe nor account for secondary electron emission due to ion bombardment. Sample radial beam current density profiles at 20 mm axial position are plotted in Figure 5 for various beam currents demonstrating the shape functions of the ion current density profiles are similar at all beam currents evaluated. The radial profiles are also non-symmetric near centerline, which is an artifact of the engine discharge chamber plasma (Refs. 44 to 46).

Over the course of the LDT, the measured peak beam current density at full-power steadily increased with test duration, most notably for the closest probe. It is theorized that back-sputtered material accumulation on the probe and insulator between the probe and grounded guard has increased the probe collection area. Approximately 45 μm of carbon has been back-sputtered towards the thruster to date. Measurements of the back-sputter rate as a function of operating condition are consistent with pretest predictions indicating back-sputter rates of 3.0 and 1.7 μm/kh for the full-power and 4.7 kW operating conditions, respectively (Ref. 47). Multiple sweeps through the high-energy beam has been shown to remove this deposited material resulting in profiles consistent with the pretest profile. To remove the facility effect on beam profiles, only data taken with “clean” probes will be presented, i.e., after multiple sweeps obtained. Assuming azimuthal symmetry, integration of the radial beam current density profile at 20 mm axial location yields beam currents that are higher than the measured beam current by ~8 percent. Possible sources of error are discussed in References 44 and 45. This error is consistent with the 8 percent error observed during the NEXT 2,000 h WT (Ref. 35). The maximum beam current density has remained constant throughout the test duration, illustrated in Figure 6. The beam flatness parameter at full-power has also been constant when only “clean” probes are plotted in Figure 7. Comparison of the beam profiles at axial positions of 20 and 173 mm are shown in Figure 8 for $t = 0$ h and $t = 13,300$ h illustrating negligible change over the wear test duration. After 14,000 h of operation, while attempting to “clean” the Faraday probes, a short of the closest Faraday cup to the grounded shield developed and has prevented operation of this probe since. The remaining two downstream probes offer limited value because they have shown to be impacted by deposited material that cannot easily be cleaned off. The failure of the Faraday probe was one of the lessons learned from the NSTAR ELT that had been addressed by shielding the closest Faraday probe when in the stored position (Ref. 26). It is apparent that the shielding used in the NEXT LDT, which leaves a gap of several inches between the Faraday cup and the shield, is insufficient to prevent failure of this diagnostic.

Figure 5.—Sample beam profiles for various beam currents at an axial position of 20 mm for $V_b = 1800$ V.
Figure 6.—Full-power peak beam current density as a function of time for “clean” staggered Faraday probes at axial positions of 20 and 173 mm.

Figure 7.—Full-power beam flatness parameter as a function of time for “clean” Faraday probe at an axial position of 20 mm.

Figure 8.—Full-power thruster pretest and 13,300 h radial beam profiles at axial positions of 20 and 173 mm.
At full-power, the beam flatness parameter, defined as the ratio of average-to-peak ion current densities, has ranged from 0.82 to 0.86, over the duration of the test when analyzing only the “clean” probe sweeps. The average ion current density is calculated from the thruster beam current and the active beam extraction area at the thruster. The NEXT beam flatness is a considerable improvement over the NSTAR thruster that had a beam flatness of ~0.5 at full power (Refs. 25 and 48). Ion beam radial current density profiles at the various downstream locations from the ion optics are used to calculate beam divergence half-angles (Ref. 45). Beam divergence, defined as the half-angle containing 95 percent of the probe integrated current, has changed from $24.5^\circ$ to $25.7^\circ$ at full-power becoming slightly more divergent over the course of 13,800 h of operation, the last time all three Faraday probes were functional, due to enlargement of the accelerator apertures at large radii. The beam divergence calculation is also affected by the increasing collection area of the Faraday probe at the 238 mm downstream location.

**Doubles-to-Singles Ratio**

The ExB probe measures the doubles-to-singles signature in the far field over the duration of the test. The doubles-to-singles signatures as a function of elapsed time for sample operating conditions are plotted Figure 9 showing an increase at full-power from 0.08 to 0.10 over ~16,000 h. For reference the NSTAR ELT doubles-to-singles current ratio varied from 0.12 to 0.20 over the duration of the test (Refs. 26 and 28). The increase in the doubles-to-singles ratio at full-power for the LDT is caused by the increase in the discharge voltage observed during the wear test (Refs. 49 and 50). The change in doubles-to-singles by 0.02 for an ~1 V increase in discharge voltage is consistent with the sensitivity observed during the NSTAR ELT (Ref. 26). There has been no observed change in double-to-singles signature following throttling to the 4.7 kW operating condition.

**Erosion Results**

The discharge cathode assembly (DCA), neutralizer cathode assembly (NCA), accelerator grid center-radius aperture (CRA), mid-radius aperture (MRA)—located 16 cm radially from center, outer-radius apertures (ORA), and ion optics’ cold grid-gap are imaged with their respective CCD cameras. The locations imaged by the CCD cameras are shown in Figure 10 along with the additional test hardware in the picture. The results of the erosion measurements are discussed in the following sections. Erosion images were taken every 200 h for the first 5,000 h and at least every 800 h afterwards.
Discharge Cathode Assembly (DCA)

Figure 11 shows the discharge cathode at 0, 11,700, and 16,550 h along with comparison photographs of the NSTAR ELT discharge cathode assembly. The NEXT discharge cathode faceplate has become slightly textured, but the discharge cathode orifice, cathode orifice chamfer, and keeper orifice diameters have not changed within the measurement error, as shown in Figure 12 normalized by the beginning-of-test values. There has not been a noticeable change in any of the discharge cathode assembly orifices as a result of the change in thruster operating condition to 4.7 kW or the shorting of the discharge keeper to cathode at high emission currents. During the NSTAR ELT, the keeper electrode was completely eroded away, exposing the discharge cathode and heater (Ref. 51). The NSTAR ELT keeper erosion was characterized by a widening of the keeper orifice in contrast to the NEXT 2,000 h and NSTAR 8,200 h wear tests, in which the most severe erosion was focused towards the mid-radius of the keeper faceplate (Refs. 17, 25, and 35). The primary function of the discharge cathode keeper is to protect the discharge cathode from excessive sputter erosion. The EM3 keeper material was changed to graphite, which has a sputter yield an order of magnitude lower than that of the molybdenum at 50 eV (Ref. 29). While the LDT results confirm that no enlargement of the keeper orifice has occurred, the erosion of the downstream face of the keeper is not measured in-situ. Discharge cathode keeper downstream surfaces from the NSTAR 8,200 h and NEXT 2,000 h wear tests were qualitatively similar with the deepest erosion at a radii of 55 to 60 and 40 percent of the total keeper radius, respectively (Refs. 17, 25, and 35). Scaling the NEXT 2,000 h wear test molybdenum discharge keeper erosion rate (depth of 17 percent of the keeper thickness after test) with the decrease in sputter yield of graphite compared to molybdenum gives a conservative estimate of wear through of the keeper after > 87 kh at full-power (>1800 kg) (Refs. 29, 35, and 52).

Shorting of the discharge keeper to common was observed in the NSTAR ELT and contributed to the anomalous erosion (Ref. 28). It was anticipated based upon the findings of the NEXT 2,000 h and HiPEP 2,000 h wear tests that a similar shorting event would occur during the NEXT LDT (Refs. 17 and 53). Post-test analyses measured material deposits on the upstream surface of the keeper faceplate near the orifice of 40 and 70 μm thicknesses for the NEXT and HiPEP wear tests, respectively (Refs. 53 and 54). Assuming linear growth, extrapolation of these thicknesses for extended duration would have resulted in bridging the estimated operating gap between the NEXT LDT keeper and cathode face after an operating duration on the order of 10 to 20 kh. The short appeared in the NEXT LDT after 13.9 kh, within the bounds of the two deposition rates. It should be mentioned that the NEXT lifetime assessment also predicted a priori this shorting event and considered its impact on thruster service life. (Refs. 20 and 42).
Neutralizer Cathode Assembly (NCA)

Figure 13 shows the NCA pretest and image taken after 16,550 h of thruster operation. Texturing of the neutralizer cathode faceplate is observed and a darkening of the keeper is seen due to back-sputtered carbon deposition from the facility. The NCA is located in the 12 o’clock position of the thruster so any erosion due to placement of the NCA in the high-energy beam would be seen in the bottom of the images taken, which appears pristine. Normalized measurements from the erosion images, shown in Figure 14, confirm no observed erosion of the NCA keeper orifice diameter or cathode orifice diameter, while the cathode orifice chamfer diameter has increased by ~20 percent over the test duration.

Though the neutralizer orifice does not show any erosion when imaging on centerline, it is likely that EM3 neutralizer orifice channel has a similar erosion profile to the NSTAR 8,200 h wear test and NSTAR ELT (Refs. 25 and 26). The image of the orifice is taken looking down the axis of the cathode and thus only will show the smallest diameter along the channel. The observed reduction in neutralizer flow margin with test duration suggests erosion of the orifice channel is occurring (Ref. 43). A slight increase in the chamfer dimension has been observed. A step increase of 10 percent in the chamfer dimension was observed after throttling to the 4.7 kW operating condition.

Accelerator Grid Apertures

Images of the CRA, 16 cm or mid-radius MRA, and ORA are obtained periodically throughout the wear test. Erosion of the CRA showed formation of a hexagonal groove pattern within the first few hundred hours of operation. Figure 15 illustrates the pre-test and latest CRA images. The hexagonal
Figure 13.—Neutralizer assembly erosion images.

Figure 14.—Neutralizer cathode orifice diameter, orifice chamfer diameter, and keeper orifice diameter normalized to pretest values as a function of time.

Figure 15.—Accelerator grid center-radius aperture images with an applied red palette.
groove pattern is clearly evident as well as the buildup of back-sputtered carbon around the inside of the groove pattern. The CRA erosion measurements, normalized to the beginning-of-test value, are shown in Figure 16. Within the uncertainty of the measurement, no variation of CRA cusp has been detected. There was a 12 percent increase in the CRA downstream diameter after 13,042 h of full-power operation, which asymptoted to a final value for this operating condition. Since throttling to the 4.7 kW operating condition, the CRA cusp diameter has remained constant, but the downstream diameter has increased further. This increase in downstream diameter was predicted based upon the decrease in total voltage from full-power to 4.7 kW operating condition. The decrease in total voltage for approximately the same beamlet current density results in a less focused beamlet. Under-focusing of the beamlet results in an increase in the downstream erosion rate. This behavior and predictions of aperture erosion for alternate operating conditions is described in greater detail in Reference 20. It is anticipated that this downstream diameter will similarly asymptote to a final geometry. After 16,550 h, the CRA downstream diameter has increased by 15 percent.

The lack of CRA cusp enlargement in the NEXT LDT is in sharp contrast to the observed trend during the NSTAR ELT. Figure 17 shows the normalized CRA cusp measurements for the NEXT LDT and NSTAR ELT illustrating the difference in CRA cusp erosion (Ref. 26). The NEXT PM ion optics beginning-of-test erosion is characterized by aperture downstream chamfering compared to the NSTAR ion optics aperture cusp and downstream erosion. The difference is due to the more highly focused beamlets at the NEXT full-power and 4.7 kW operating conditions. Aperture cusp enlargement leads to increased neutral losses, more variable performance parameters, and possible electron back-streaming. CRA cusp diameter erosion is expected to be most severe at the 4.7 kW operating condition (i.e., highest beam current density with lowest total voltage) and since no CRA cusp erosion is observed it is anticipated that for all other operating conditions there will be negligible cusp erosion.

Images of the MRA illustrate net-deposition around this aperture located 16 cm from the grid centerline (i.e., 2 cm from outer apertures). The pre-test and most recent MRA images are shown in Figure 18. Groove erosion istrumped by the back-sputtered carbon deposition. The MRA cusp diameter increased only 2 to 3 percent after 13,042 h of full-power operation, equal to the measurement uncertainty. The downstream diameter has increased and the asymptoted to a final value after 9,000 h of operation as shown in Figure 19. After 13,042 h of operation at full-power the MRA downstream diameter increased by 10 percent. There has been no indication of cross-over impingement at the mid-radius location. Since throttling to the new operating condition, the MRA downstream diameter has increased further as anticipated, but is expected to asymptote to a final geometry. After 16,550 h, MRA cusp and downstream diameters are 4 and 15 percent larger than pretest, but appear to have asymptoted to their final values at the 4.7 kW operating condition.
Figure 17.—Accelerator grid center-radius aperture cusp diameter for the NEXT LDT and NSTAR ELT (Refs. 26, 28, 51, and 56)

Figure 18.—Accelerator grid mid-radius aperture erosion images with an applied red palette.

Figure 19.—Accelerator grid mid-radius cusp diameter and downstream diameter normalized to pretest values as a function of time.
Images are taken of the four outer-radius apertures on the accelerator grid. The outer-radius apertures all have some neighboring apertures that are solid, i.e. not active. The presence of active and non-active apertures around outer-radius apertures results in different erosion patterns depending upon the configuration of the individual aperture. Three of the ORA’s imaged have identical configurations with 3-of-6 neighboring apertures active and the other 3 solid. The fourth ORA has 4-of-6 neighboring apertures active with 2 solid. The geometries of the ORA apertures and images of the ORA apertures after 16,550 h of operation are shown in Figure 20. The formation of “ear” erosion in the first few hundred hours of operation has been closely monitored to ensure that this erosion does not lead to significant structural degradation of accelerator grid. The “ear” formation results from over-focusing at the outer radius apertures due to the low discharge plasma densities at the large radii of the optics and the shape of the distorted sheath due to lack of neighboring apertures (Refs. 17, 21, and 22).

Erosion images of the ORA’s are shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21. Only one of the 3-neighbor outer-radius apertures is shown due to similarity. The 4-neighbor ORA exhibits a different “ear” erosion pattern. In both cases, the low-density and non-symmetric aperture sheath causes ions originating near missing aperture locations to crossover resulting in directly impingement (Refs. 22 and 55). Erosion measurements of the ORA’s are shown in Figure 22 illustrating minimal cusp erosion. Only one 3-neighbor aperture is shown in Figure 22 because the other two demonstrate equivalent erosion results. The “ear” dimensions, defined in the schematic in Figure 20, increased rapidly during the first 2,000 h of operation at full-power and the growth rate decreased substantially afterwards. The 3-neighbor ORA’s and 4-neighbor ORA “ear” dimensions have increased by ~40 and 25 percent, respectively. The “ear” erosion was expected based upon previous wear test results, most notably the NEXT 2,000 h WT, and from ion optics modeling (Refs. 17 and 22). The ORA erosion is shown to have a negligible impact on thruster performance and is not sufficient to cause structural degradation of the accelerator grid. Since throttling the thruster, there has been no observed change in the ORA geometries. It is not expected that the over-focusing erosion would increase until the thruster is operated at a condition that has a higher ratio of total voltage to beam current density, which on the NEXT throttling table is the highest value for the 1800 V beam power supply voltage and 1.20 A beam current (Ref. 20).
Accelerator Groove Erosion

Erosion of the accelerator grid downstream surface by charge-exchange ions results in pit and groove formation and can lead to the eventual structural failure of the accelerator grid. During the NSTAR ELT, the accelerator pit depth was measured during the first 10,000 h of operation with laser profilometer. Problems with the diagnostic precluded accurate measurement of pit depth afterwards. The post-test inspection revealed pit erosion through the thickness of the accelerator grid (Ref. 26). NEXT 2,000 h WT post-test profilometer measurements indicated the deepest pit depth around the center radius aperture was 12 percent of the accelerator grid thickness. The center radius and deepest groove depths were 5 and 6 percent, respectively, with the maximum groove depth at the ¼-radius location (Ref. 21). To measure the NEXT LDT groove depth, a diagnostic technique was developed using the existing accelerator grid CCD cameras to determine the pit and groove depth at the center-radius location (Ref. 49).

There are no discernable pits at the center-radius location for the NEXT LDT as illustrated in the erosion images such as Figure 15 and Figure 23, however, grooves are clearly visible. The groove depth measurement has been obtained since 7,600 h of operation at least every 700 to 800 h and the results are presented in Figure 24. The measured increase in groove depth at full-power is consistent with the results from the NEXT 2,000 h WT and less than the NSTAR ELT pit depths for equivalent operating times, also shown in Figure 24 (Refs. 17, 21, 28, and 56). The groove erosion is expected to be linear with time, assuming operation at a fixed operating condition. Extrapolation of the groove depth trend at full-power, the most severe groove erosion as a function of hours of operation, indicate wear-through at a throughput of 700 to 800 kg. The wear-through of the accelerator grid does not in itself represent a failure of the thruster. Since throttling the thruster, a noticeable groove erosion rate decrease has been observed as expected. This change is consistent with the model incorporated by the NEXT thruster service life assessment also shown in Figure 24 (Refs. 20 and 42).

Application of a model developed to predict the effect of backsputtering on grid erosion, with a 3 μm/kh back-sputter rate and center-radius aperture ion impingement current density, estimates a maximum of 10 percent reduction in erosion near the beam center, where pit and groove erosion rate is highest, during the NEXT LDT due to back-sputtered carbon (Ref. 57). Additional analyses have been performed to predict the effect of the backsputtered carbon deposition on the accelerator grid utilizing the MICHELLE PIC-code (Ref. 58). The resulting analysis estimates a 30 percent reduction in the maximum groove erosion due to carbon deposition in the LDT (Ref. 58). From NSTAR data on DS1, the impingement accelerator current in space was ~25 percent less than the NSTAR data obtained during pre-flight measurements at 1.50 A beam current and 25.56 sccm total flow rate in a test facility operating with a background pressure level of 3.5×10⁻⁶ torr (Refs. 1, 26, and 59). The NEXT LDT is operating at
slightly higher operating background pressures at full-power, resulting in measured NEXT accelerator currents that would be ≥25 percent larger than those in space and therefore accelerator grid erosion would be approximately 25 percent less in space. The combined effects of elevated background pressure in the test facility and backsputtered carbon deposition essentially cancel out and therefore the LDT groove wear is expected to be representative of thruster operation in space.

**Ion Optics Grid-Gap**

The gap between the screen and accelerator grids decreased over the course of both the NSTAR ELT and 8,200 WT (Refs. 25 and 28). Pre- and post-test grid-gap measurements from the NSTAR ELT and 8,200 h wear test indicated 30 and 12 percent reduction in the cold grid-gap, respectively (Ref. 26). It is not known how the grid-gap varied over the course of the tests because no data is available. Analysis of electron backstreaming data indicates the grid-gap change probably occurred slowly over the duration of the test (Ref. 26). Decreases in grid-gap cause an increase the electric field between the grids resulting in reduced electron backstreaming margin and increased arcing between the grids. A decrease in the cold grid-gap of 7 percent was also observed following the NEXT 2,000 h wear test, which utilized EM ion optics. To address this undesirable change, the PM ion optics assembly and mounting scheme were modified from the EM design specifically to address and eliminate the observed decreasing cold grid-gap with thruster operation. A CCD camera images the centerline cold grid-gap periodically throughout the LDT. Within the measurement uncertainty, there has been no observed change in the NEXT LDT cold grid-gap, shown in Figure 25, which utilizes PM ion optics. This is supported by the lack of change in the electron backstreaming margin over the test duration.
The thruster service life and ion optics modeling efforts require the hot ion optics' grid-gap as an input. The recent application of the MICHELLE PIC-code to the NEXT ion optics geometries has been combined with first-order regression and carbon deposition analyses allowing a secondary assessment of the effect of carbon deposition in the LDT. Uncertainty in the hot electrode spacing has resulted in large uncertainties in this modeling effort. To assist in this and future modeling efforts, an estimate of the centerline hot grid-gap of the NEXT EM3 thruster has been performed utilizing the in-situ grid-gap CCD used in the LDT. Measurements of the hot grid-gap on NSTAR thrusters had been previously made illustrating a hot grid-gap that was half of the cold grid-gap at full power (Ref. 60). There are a number of differences between the NEXT PM ion optics and NSTAR ion optics. The primary differences are: increased accelerator grid thickness, larger area of solid domed material outside of apertures, and improved grid mounting techniques to eliminate the buildup of stresses during assembly and better manage thermally induced stresses during operation. No hot grid-gap data had been obtained previously on the NEXT engine. Hot grid-gap images were obtained during the NEXT LDT immediately prior to and subsequent to the thruster shutdown for cooldown transient data. The operating data are shown for thruster operation at 3 different operating conditions in Figure 26. The operating hot grid-gap for NEXT PM ion optics appears to be insensitive to thruster input power as evident by the graph. A thermal development test conducted on the NEXT PM thruster revealed that the temperature delta between thermocouples located on the screen and accelerator grid mounts was also insensitive to thruster operating condition and therefore consistent with the hot grid gap measurement findings (Refs. 61 and 62). The data
reveal centerline hot grid-gap estimates to be 65 percent ± 3 percent of the cold centerline grid-gap, slightly larger than the 50 percent NSTAR gap at full power (Refs. 60 and 63). Transient comparison following thruster shutdown from full-power can be found in Reference 50.

**Erosion Predictions and Thruster Life**

**Accelerator Grid Erosion**

An integrated thruster performance and erosion model was developed to predict the erosion of critical NEXT components as a function of throttling profile. The model predicts the accelerator grid aperture erosion at the CRA, MRA, and ORA locations, accelerator groove depth penetration, and both discharge and neutralizer faceplate erosion and barium depletion. For this predicted erosion, thruster performance parameters such as discharge current, discharge losses, and electron backstreaming margin are predicted with thruster operating condition and predicted erosion as inputs. These predictions are made with thruster throttling profile, i.e., thruster operating conditions, duration, and sequence, as the input to the model. This modeling activity and the methodology behind it is described in detail in References 20 and 42. Some of the results for this modeling are shown in Figure 27. On the graph, the thruster operating conditions are referred to by an assigned throttle level, or TH level, for this paper only and not a universal designation. The operating parameters for the assigned throttle levels are defined in Table A.1.

Operation for extended duration at the full-input power, or TH 40, operating condition establishes the expected thruster service life capability as groove erosion, the lifetime limiter at all operating points, is most severe as a function of duration at full-power than any other operating condition on the NEXT throttle table. At the condition of high-beam current density and low total accelerating voltage, TH 19, CRA and MRA downstream and cusp erosion (if any) are most severe as the figure shows MRA downstream diameter further increasing past its final full-power geometry. It turns out that TH 19 is also the condition with the highest ratio of discharge cathode emission current to flow rate, which may have contributed to the NSTAR ELT anomalous keeper erosion. Operation at an intermediate power level, TH 8, is consistent with many of the potential NEXT mission profiles as well as throttling back up to full-power, consistent with inner solar system fly-by. For mission representation these operating conditions and their sequence are included. Operation at the lowest-power level, TH 1, is required to bound the NEXT throttle table and may illustrate potentially unmodeled phenomena such as neutralizer clogging. This operating condition is also the worst groove erosion as a function of throughput. Finally, operation at the condition of low-beam current density and high total voltage, TH 34, will have the most severe outer-radius aperture erosion due to over-focusing. These erosion predictions can be used to estimate depletion of electron backstreaming margin and the increase in required discharge current, and hence discharge losses, to maintain constant beam current as accelerator apertures enlarge. At the end of the planned NEXT LDT throttling profile the accelerator groove penetration is expected to reach 60 percent of the total accelerator grid thickness. Since this is the thruster life-limiter, there is 40 percent margin, or additional capability, after thruster operation for 27 kh and processing 460 kg of Xe. Note that groove penetration does not in itself represent a thruster failure.

**Discharge Current and Discharge Losses Predictions**

Increasing discharge currents during wear tests are required to maintain discharge chamber ion production, and hence beam current, as the neutral loss rate increases due to erosion of accelerator grid apertures (Refs. 26 and 64). A model was developed to predict the increase in discharge current required to maintain a given beam current based upon the observed and predicted trends in aperture erosion. Erosion of the majority of the accelerator apertures in the NEXT LDT, the exception being the ORA’s, has been confined to changes in the downstream surface, with little if any increase in cusp diameters. The CRA, MRA, and ORA erosion measurements are used to estimate the increase in neutral transmission factor during the test to determine the required increase in discharge current to maintain the beam current. Details describing the model and equations used can be found in References 49 and 50.
Figure 27.—EXT LDT accelerator aperture erosion predictions, normalized to beginning-of-life (BOL) values, and groove erosion depth for various thruster operating conditions as indicated by thruster (TH Level).

Figure 28.—Calculated discharge current from actual accelerator aperture images, predicted discharge current from aperture erosion curve-fit equations, and actual discharge current runtime data to date.

The discharge current calculated utilizing the above model with the measured aperture geometries as inputs is plotted as a function of time with the actual discharge current runtime data in Figure 28. The model accurately predicts the discharge current based upon the eroded geometries. During the first few hundred hours, the increasing discharge current is dominated by the ear formation in the outer-radius apertures seen as a sharp increase. Also shown in Figure 28 is a predicted trend for discharge current based upon curve fitting to the observed erosion of the apertures and extrapolation of the accelerator aperture erosion trends. The predicted discharge current after 450 kg processed at full-power is expected to increase by ~1.2 A using this technique. Discharge current during the NSTAR ELT increased by ~1 A, an equivalent of ~7 percent, over the test duration (Ref. 26).
Discharge losses can also be estimated based upon the discharge current model results and the observed discharge voltage trends. Discharge losses are calculated according to Eq. (1) with discharge current calculated based upon accelerator erosion geometries. Discharge current and voltage step-changes due to shorting of the keeper to cathode are taken from observed data. The calculated discharge losses based upon this method agree well with the actual measured discharge losses, as can be seen in Figure 29. Extrapolating the observed discharge voltage trend and incorporating the predicted discharge current model, it is possible to predict future discharge losses.

\[
\text{Discharge Loss} = \text{Discharge Loss}_{t=0} \times \left( \frac{V_{DC}}{V_{DC}|_{t=0}} \right) \left( \frac{J_{DC}}{J_{DC}|_{t=0}} \right)
\]  

(1)

Throttling of the thruster to alternate power levels will alter erosion patterns and rates. Predictions for aperture erosion rates are scaled for alternate operating conditions based upon the ratio of local perveance fraction at the new operating condition compared to the full-power operating condition. Substituting curve fits and extrapolation for the CRA, MRA, ORA, and discharge voltages, into the discharge current and discharge losses predicting equations, the predicted discharge loss curve, shown in Figure 29, is produced. The estimate for discharge losses, if the thruster was solely operated at full-power would reach 134 W/A after 450 kg of Xe processed, an increase of 11 W/A or ~9 percent of the beginning of test value. The behavior of the discharge voltage over long test durations is somewhat uncertain, based upon NSTAR wear test results (Ref. 26). During the NSTAR ELT, discharge voltage actually decreased by ~1 V at the same time as the keeper-to-common short appeared (Ref. 28). Thus, the NSTAR ELT discharge voltage data is not useful in predicting NEXT trends. If the NEXT LDT was conducted solely at full-power, the discharge losses would increase by 11 W/A after 450 kg compared to the NSTAR ELT full-power discharge losses increase of 22 W/A after 210 kg propellant processed.

**Discharge Keeper Erosion**

As mentioned previously, the onset of a short between the discharge cathode keeper and cathode common was expected based on previous NSTAR wear tests and is anticipated for the Dawn spacecraft NSTAR thrusters, which have not mitigated this issue. The onset of the short matches particularly well the extrapolation of deposition of material from the HiPEP 2 kh WT that used a graphite keeper (Ref. 53). Post-test analysis of the discharge cathode keeper during this wear test can also be used to conservatively...
estimate the NEXT keeper life in a shorted configuration. Following completion of the HiPEP wear test, post-test inspection of the graphite keeper revealed negligible erosion with machining marks still visible. Measurements with a laser profilometer could not detect any keeper faceplate erosion within its resolution of 1 μm and accuracy of 10 μm. The operating condition for the HiPEP 2 kh WT had a discharge voltage of 28 V ± 1 V and discharge keeper to common voltage of ~4 V giving ~24 V ion energies impinging on the discharge keeper faceplate. Since similar electronics were used in both of the power consoles, it is anticipated that similar discharge voltage oscillations are present in the two thrusters. Given the uncertainty in the profilometer measurements, the maximum discharge keeper faceplate erosion rate from the HiPEP wear test is 5 μm/kh. Since the NEXT LDT discharge voltage is ~ 24.5 V at the 4.7 kW operating condition, with the keeper shorted to cathode common, a very close ion energy is expected for the NEXT LDT compared to the HiPEP 2 kh WT. Extrapolation with an erosion rate of 5 μm/kh to wear-through of the discharge keeper at 3.52 A, 1179 V gives hundreds of thousands of hours and thousands of kg throughput capability, i.e., much more than adequate life from the graphite keeper.

**Conclusion**

The results of the NEXT Long-Duration Test (LDT) as of June 25, 2008, are presented. The NEXT EM3 thruster has accumulated 16,550 h of operation, processed 337 kg of Xe, and demonstrated a total impulse of 13.3×10⁶ N·s. The NEXT thruster has surpassed the total throughput demonstrated by any ion thruster including the NSTAR flight spare thruster used in the extended life test. The NEXT LDT total impulse is the highest ever demonstrated by an ion thruster. Thruster performance is characterized periodically over the throttling range of 0.5 to 6.9 kW, with calculated thrust of 26 to 237 mN, respectively. Overall thruster performance, which includes thrust, input power, specific impulse, and thrust efficiency, has remained constant with no signs of degradation.

Beam current density profiles have not changed significantly during the wear test. Beam divergence calculations, the half-angle containing 95 percent of the beam current, increased from 24.5° to 25.7° over the duration of the test due to accelerator aperture erosion at large radii and increased Faraday probe collection area for the furthest downstream location. The doubles-to-singles signature has decreased by a few percentage points over the entire test duration for most operating conditions, consistent with the increase in discharge voltage and the observed sensitivity of doubles-to-singles ratio to discharge voltage from other wear tests.

Images of the discharge and neutralizer cathode assemblies indicate, within the accuracy of the measurement, that the discharge and neutralizer cathode keeper and cathode orifice diameters have not changed. Erosion of center-radius and mid-radius accelerator apertures is primarily restricted to chamfering of the downstream diameter with increases in the cusp diameters that are slightly larger than the measurement uncertainty. The center-radius and mid-radius downstream diameters asymptoted to final values after ~9,000 h of full-power operation. Erosion of the outer-radius apertures demonstrate “ear” formation due to over-focusing at these low plasma density regions resulting in impingement on the accelerator grid with a greatly reduced erosion rate after ~ 2,000 h of operation. The “ear” formation at edge apertures was expected, has had a negligible impact thruster performance, and does not represent a structural concern to the accelerator grid. Since throttling to the 4.7 kW operating condition, there has been negligible cusp erosion observed, an increase in center and mid-radius downstream diameters that appears to by asymptoting to final values at this operating condition, and no observed change in outer-radius aperture geometries. Since the 4.7 kW operating condition is predicted to have the most severe under-focusing at the center and mid-radius locations, very little change of the center and mid-radius aperture geometries is expected for the remaining test segments.

There has been no change in the ion optics’ cold grid-gap at centerline over the duration of the test validating the design changes made in the NEXT PM ion optics assembly to manage thermal stresses. The hot centerline grid-gap at full power is estimated to be 65 percent ± 3 percent of the cold grid-gap and insensitive to thruster operating condition. Groove formation was evident during the first few hundred hours of operation at the center radius location. The estimate for the groove depth at the center radius
Aperture is ~40 percent of the accelerator grid thickness after 337 kg of Xe throughput. Extrapolation of groove depth at the center radius at full-power to complete wear through is consistent with the NEXT service life model value of 700 to 800 kg.

All thruster performance and erosion trends indicate that the NEXT thruster will achieve the qualification propellant throughput of 450 kg. Many of the high-risk NSTAR wear test erosion mechanisms and potential failure modes have been reduced or mitigated in the NEXT thruster, confirmed by in-situ measurements. An integrated thruster performance and erosion model has been developed using the NEXT LDT data and thruster service life assessment model to predict erosion of critical components and corresponding performance changes as a function of thruster throttling profile. The model shows good agreement with the NEXT LDT data.
### Appendix

**TABLE A.1.—NEXT ION THRUSTER THROTTLE TABLE WITH LDT PERFORMANCE OPERATING CONDITIONS SUBSET SHADED**

[Full-power wear test condition in bold.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TH level</th>
<th>$P_{IN}$, kW</th>
<th>$J_{IN}$, A</th>
<th>$V_{IN}$, V</th>
<th>$V_{th}$, V</th>
<th>$m_{IN}$, sccm</th>
<th>$m_{C}$, sccm</th>
<th>$m_{N}$, sccm</th>
<th>$J_{SG}$, A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td>-200</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td>-200</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>5.27</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td>-200</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>-175</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td>-200</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>-175</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td>-200</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>-175</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td>-200</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>-175</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>-210</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td>-200</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>-175</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>-150</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>-125</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>679</td>
<td>-115</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>-144</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>-394</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.656</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-525</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>-500</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Nominal values.
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The NASA's Evolutionary Xenon Thruster (NEXT) program is developing the next-generation ion propulsion system with significant enhancements beyond the state-of-the-art. The NEXT ion propulsion system provides improved mission capabilities for future NASA science missions to enhance and enable Discovery, New Frontiers, and Flagship-type NASA missions. As part of a comprehensive thruster service life assessment utilizing both testing and analyses, a Long-Duration Test (LDT) was initiated to validate and qualify the NEXT propellant throughput capability to a qualification-level of 450 kg, 1.5 times the mission-derived throughput requirement of 300 kg. This wear test is being conducted with a modified, flight-representative NEXT engineering model ion thruster, designated EM3. As of June 25, 2008, the thruster has accumulated 16,550 h of operation: the first 13,042 h at the thruster full-input-power of 6.9 kW with 3.52 A beam current and 1800 V beam power supply voltage. Operation since 13,042 h, i.e., the most recent 3,508 h, has been at an input power of 4.7 kW with 3.52 A beam current and 1180 V beam power supply voltage. The thruster has processed 337 kg of xenon (Xe) surpassing the NSTAR propellant throughput demonstrated during the extended life testing of the Deep Space 1 flight spare. The NEXT LDT has demonstrated a total impulse of 13.3×10⁶ N·s; the highest total impulse ever demonstrated by an ion thruster. Thruster plume diagnostics and erosion measurements are obtained periodically over the entire NEXT throttle table with input power ranging 0.5 to 6.9 kW. Observed thruster component erosion rates are consistent with predictions and the thruster service life assessment. There have not been any observed anomalous erosion and all erosion estimates indicate a thruster throughput capability that exceeds ~750 kg of Xe, an equivalent of 36,500 h of continuous operation at the full-power operating condition. This paper presents the erosion measurements and plume diagnostic results for the NEXT LDT to date with emphasis on the change in thruster operating condition and resulting impact on wear characteristics. Ion optics’ grid-gap data, both cold and operating, are presented. Performance and wear predictions for the LDT throttle profile are presented.

**14. ABSTRACT**

The NASA’s Evolutionary Xenon Thruster (NEXT) program is developing the next-generation ion propulsion system with significant enhancements beyond the state-of-the-art. The NEXT ion propulsion system provides improved mission capabilities for future NASA science missions to enhance and enable Discovery, New Frontiers, and Flagship-type NASA missions. As part of a comprehensive thruster service life assessment utilizing both testing and analyses, a Long-Duration Test (LDT) was initiated to validate and qualify the NEXT propellant throughput capability to a qualification-level of 450 kg, 1.5 times the mission-derived throughput requirement of 300 kg. This wear test is being conducted with a modified, flight-representative NEXT engineering model ion thruster, designated EM3. As of June 25, 2008, the thruster has accumulated 16,550 h of operation: the first 13,042 h at the thruster full-input-power of 6.9 kW with 3.52 A beam current and 1800 V beam power supply voltage. Operation since 13,042 h, i.e., the most recent 3,508 h, has been at an input power of 4.7 kW with 3.52 A beam current and 1180 V beam power supply voltage. The thruster has processed 337 kg of xenon (Xe) surpassing the NSTAR propellant throughput demonstrated during the extended life testing of the Deep Space 1 flight spare. The NEXT LDT has demonstrated a total impulse of 13.3×10⁶ N·s; the highest total impulse ever demonstrated by an ion thruster. Thruster plume diagnostics and erosion measurements are obtained periodically over the entire NEXT throttle table with input power ranging 0.5 to 6.9 kW. Observed thruster component erosion rates are consistent with predictions and the thruster service life assessment. There have not been any observed anomalous erosion and all erosion estimates indicate a thruster throughput capability that exceeds ~750 kg of Xe, an equivalent of 36,500 h of continuous operation at the full-power operating condition. This paper presents the erosion measurements and plume diagnostic results for the NEXT LDT to date with emphasis on the change in thruster operating condition and resulting impact on wear characteristics. Ion optics’ grid-gap data, both cold and operating, are presented. Performance and wear predictions for the LDT throttle profile are presented.
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